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Abstract
Hypercubes are famous interconnection net-
works. The shuﬄe cubes are proposed as its vari-
ation with lower diameter. In this paper, we con-
centrate on the fault tolerant hamiltonicity and
hamiltonian connectivity of the shuﬄe cube. We
say that a graph G is f-hamiltonian if there is a
hamiltonian cycle in G − F and is f-hamiltonian
connected if there is a hamiltonian path between
any two vertices of G−F for any F ⊆ V (G)∪E(G)
with |F|≤f. We show that the n-dimensional
shuﬄe cube is (n − 2)-hamiltonian and (n − 3)-
hamiltonian connected.
1 Introduction
The interconnection network have been an im-
portant research area for parallel and distributed
computer systems. Designing an interconnection
network is multi-objected and complicated. For
simplifying this task, we usually use a graph to
represent the network’s topology where vertices
represent processors and edges represent links be-
tween processors. The hypercube [14] is an exam-
ple. The hypercube possesses many good proper-
ties and is implemented as many multi-processor
systems. The n-dimensional hypercube, denoted
by Qn, is known that D(Qn)=n and κ(Qn)=n
[14]. However, a hypercube does not make the
best use of its hardware. It is possible to fashion
networks with lower diameters than that of Qn
and with the same connectivity. For examples,
the cross cubes [5, 6], twisted cubes [1, 7], and
m¨ obious cubes [4] are derived from Qn by chang-
ing the connection of some hypercube links. All
of these topologies have connectivity n and have
diameter around n
2. Thus, this is an improvement
of approximately a factor of 2.
∗This work was supported in part by the National Sci-
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The shuﬄe cube was proposed by Li et al. [11]
to reduce diameter more. The n-dimensional shuf-
ﬂe cube is denoted by SQn. SQn, which can
be constructed recursively, is proved to be an n-
regular graph with connectivity n. The diameter
of SQn is  n
4  + 3. The wide diameter of SQn is
bounded by  n
4  + 7 [12]. Yet, many other topo-
logical properties are not studied.
Hamiltonicity is an important property for net-
work topologies. Thus, the existence of a hamil-
tonian cycle is a desired property for a new pro-
posed topology. Hamiltonian connectivity is a
related property of hamiltonicity, namely, there
is a hamiltonian path between any two vertices
of a graph. Since processors or links may be
failed sometimes, fault-hamiltonicity and fault-
hamiltonian connectivity are concerned in many
studies on network topologies, such as hypercubes
[3, 10], twisted cubes [9], deBruijn networks [13],
and star graphs [15, 8]. We say that a graph G
can tolerate f faults when embedding a hamil-
tonian cycle if there is a hamiltonian cycle in
G − F for any F ⊆ V (G) ∪ E(G) with |F|≤f.
We use f-hamiltonian to denote this property of
G. Similarly, we use f-hamiltonian connected to
denote the property that there is a hamiltonian
path between any two vertices in G − F for any
F ⊆ V (G) ∪ E(G) with |F|≤f.
In this paper, we show that the n-dimensional
shuﬄe cube is (n − 2)-hamiltonian and (n − 3)-
hamiltonian connected. In Section 2, we introduce
the deﬁnition of the shuﬄe cube and some prop-
erties. And then show the main result in Section
3.
2 Deﬁnition and some properties of
the shuﬄe cubes
In this paper, we concentrate on loopless undi-
rected graphs. For the graph deﬁnition and no-
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110tation, we follow [2]. G =( V,E) is a graph if
V is a ﬁnite set and E is a subset of {(a,b) |
(a,b) is an unordered pair of V }.W e s a y
that V is the vertex set and E is the edge set.
Two vertices a and b are adjacent if (a,b) ∈
E.A path is represented by  v0,v 1,v 2 ···,v k .
We also write the path  v0,v 1,v 2 ···,v k  as
 v0,P 1,v i,v i+1 ···,v j,P 2,v t,···,v k , where P1 is
the path  v0,v 1,···,v i  and P2 is the path
 vj,v j+1,···,v t . A path is a hamiltonian path
if its vertices are distinct and span V .Acycle is
a path with at least three vertices such that the
ﬁrst vertex is the same as the last vertex. A cycle
is a hamiltonian cycle if it traverses every vertex
of G exactly once. A graph is hamiltonian if it has
a hamiltonian cycle.
We use n-bit binary string to represent a ver-
tex. For example, vertex u can be labelled as
un−1un−2 ···u1u0 ∈{ 0,1}n, where {0,1}n is the
set of all n-bit binary strings. For convenience,
u represents vertex u and the string labeling it-
self. To represent parts of u,w eu s epj(u)t o
denote the j-preﬁx of u and si(u) the suﬃx of
u, i.e., pj(u)=un−1un−2 ···un−j and si(u)=
ui−1ui−2 ···u0. In the shuﬄe cubes, the lth 4-
bit of u is deﬁned as the consequent four bits
starting with the bit u4l−2 except the 0th 4-bit
is u1u0.W e u s e ul
4 to represent the lth 4-bit,
i.e., u0
4 = u1u0 and ul
4 = u4l+1u4lu4l−1u4l−2 for
l ≥ 1. To evaluate the diﬀerence between two ver-
tices, we introduce the hamming distance and 4-
bit hamming distance. Let u,v be two vertices.
The hamming distance between u and v is the
number of bits that diﬀer in u and v, denoted by
h(u,v). The 4-bit hamming distance between u
and v is the number of 4-bits that diﬀer in u and
v, denoted by h4(u,v). To speciﬁc the deﬁnition,
h(u,v)=|{i | ui  = vi for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}| and
h4(u,v)=|{j | u
j
4  = v
j
4 for 0 ≤ j ≤ n−2
4 }|.F o r
convenience, we use h∗
4(u,v)t od e n o t e|{j | u
j
4  =
v
j
4 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n−2
4 }| which does not consider the
0th 4-bit.
To construct the shuﬄe cube, we use the fol-
lowing four sets: V00 = {0001,0010,0011,1111},
V01 = {0100,0101,0110,0111},V 10 = {1000,1001,
1010,1011},a n dV11 = {1100,1101,1110,1111};
and use V i
ab to denote the ith member of set Vab
for a,b ∈{ 0,1} and 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, for example,
V 2
10 = 1001. For ease of exposition, we limit our
discussion to n =4 k +2f o rk ≥ 0.
Deﬁnition 1 The n-dimensional shuﬄe cubes,
SQn, consists 2n vertices labeled with n-bit binary
strings. For any two vertices u and v, they are
adjacent if and only if:
1. u1u0 ⊕ v1v0 ∈{ 01,10} and pn−2(u)=
pn−2(v);o r
2. u
j
4 ⊕ v
j
4 ∈ Vu1u0 for some j ≥ 1 and ui
4 = vi
4
for any 0 ≤ i  = j ≤ k. 
For example, the ten neighbors of 0011100100
in SQ10 are given by 0010100100,0001100100,
0000100100,1100100100,0011100000,0011101100,
0011101000,0011011000,0011100110,0011100101.
We can easily ﬁnd that any two vertices u and v in
SQn are adjacent only if h4(u,v) = 1. However,
the converse is not necessarily true. For example,
u = 0000000000 and v = 0000000011 are not ad-
jacent though h4(u,v) = 1. Thus, the distance
between u and v is greater or equal to h4(u,v).
For ease of construction, we introduce a recur-
sive approach to construct SQn in the following.
Given i1i2i3i4 ∈{ 0,1}4,l e tG =( V,E)b ea ni n -
duced subgraph of SQn, where V = {u | p4(u)=
i1i2i3i4}.L e tπ(u)=sn−4(u)f o ru ∈ V . Then it
is easy to check that π is an isomorphism between
G and SQn−4.S oG is isomorphic to SQn−4.W e
call such G as an (n − 4)-dimensional subcube of
SQn and denote it by SQi1i2i3i4
n . If there is no
ambiguity, we simply use subcubes as an abbrevia-
tion of (n − 4)-dimensional subcubes. It is appar-
ent that there are 16 disjoint subcubes in SQn for
n ≥ 6. Thus, we can recursively construct SQn
for n =4 k + 2 as follows:
1. SQ2 = Q2.
2. For n ≥ 6, SQn consists of 16 subcubes
SQn−4. For any two vertices u and v in dif-
ferent subcubes, u and v are adjacent if and
only if sn−4(u)=sn−4(v)a n dp4(u)⊕p4(v) ∈
Vu1u0.
We illustrate SQ6 in Figure 1. Since there are so
many edges in SQ6 that showing all of them do
not make the fashion of connection clear, we only
show the edges incident to vertices in SQ0000
6 and
omit others.
We use programs to verify the following result
to simplify our proof since the proof for SQ6 is
tedious.
Lemma 1 SQ6 is 4-hamiltonian and
3-hamiltonian connected.
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Figure 1: SQ6.
Thus, the following discussion is for n ≥ 10.
In our proof, we use fault-hamiltonicity and
fault-hamiltonian connectivity as co-operating
tools. Moreover, we use the property fault-
hamiltonian connectivity to construct major part
of hamiltonian cycles or paths in our proof. Let
us present out construction scheme ﬁrst.
For convenience of discussion, we introduce the
following terms and notations. Given a vertex
u ∈ SQs
n for s ∈{ 0,1}4,w eu s eN(u) to de-
note the set of the neighbors of u. We call the
neighbors of u which are not in SQs
n the outer
neighbors of u and use N∗(u) to denote the set of
these outer neighbors. Obviously, |N(u)| = n and
|N∗(u)| =4 . I nSQn − F,w eu s eNF(u)t od e -
note the neighbors of u and N∗
F(u) to denote the
outer neighbors of u, respectively. To represent a
path P, we may directly list all the vertices in P
such as  v0,v 1,v 2,···,v k ; point out the two end-
points of P such as  v0,P,v k ; or list subpaths of P
such as  v0,P 1,v t,v t+1,P 2,v k , where P1 is a path
 v0,v 1,···,v t  and P2 is a path  vt+1,v t+2,···,v k 
for 0 ≤ t<k .
We say that two disjoint subcubes SQs
n and
SQt
n are adjacent if there is an edge (u,v) such
that u ∈ V (SQs
n)a n dv ∈ V (SQt
n). We call
the edge (u,v) as a bridge between SQs
n and
SQt
n. Furthermore, we say that SQs
n and SQt
n
are strongly adjacent if there are at least three
bridges between them. Notice that, by deﬁnition
of the shuﬄe cubes, any two bridges between the
two given subcubes connect to distinct four ver-
tices. We use Es,t to denote the sets of bridges
between the two subcubes in SQn and use E
s,t
F
to denote the sets of bridges between the two
P1
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v u
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n
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Figure 2: Lemma 2: (a) |S| =2 .( b ) |S|≥3.
subcubes in SQn − F, respectively. Note that
(u,v) ∈ E
s,t
F if and only if {u,v,(u,v)}∩F =
∅. Since (sx,tx) ∈ Es,t if s ⊕ t ∈ Vx1x0 for
x ∈{ 0,1}n−4, |Es,t| =2 n−4/4o r2× 2n−4/4. So
|Es,t|≥(n − 2) + 3 for n ≥ 10, and we have the
following property:
Proposition 1 Let F ⊆ V (SQn) ∪ E(SQn) with
|F|≤n − 2 for n ≥ 10. Then for any s  = t ∈
{0,1}4, SQs
n and SQt
n are still strongly adjacent
in SQn − F, i.e., |E
s,t
F |≥3.
Lemma 2 Suppose that n ≥ 10, S ⊆{ 0,1}4 with
|S|≥2,a n dF ⊆ V (SQn) ∪ E(SQn) with |F|≤
n − 2. And assume that SQs
n − F is still hamil-
tonian connected for each s ∈ S. Then for any
x ∈ V (SQs1
n ) and y ∈ V (SQs2
n ) with s1  = s2 ∈ S,
there is a hamiltonian path of SQS
n −F between x
and y.
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on
|S|.
(1) |S| =2 . Then S = {s1,s 2}.B y P r o p o -
sition 1, |E
s1,s2
F |≥3. So there is an edge
(u,v) ∈ E
s1,s2
F such that u  = x ∈ V (SQs1
n )a n d
v  = y ∈ V (SQs2
n ). By assumption that each
SQs
n − F is hamiltonian connected, there are a
hamiltonian path P1 of SQs1
n −F from x to u and
a hamiltonian path P2 of SQs2
n − F from v to y.
Then  x,P1,u,v,P 2,y  forms a hamiltonian path
of SQS
n − F between x and y.
(2) |S|≥3. Assume that the lemma is true for
all S  with 2 ≤| S | < |S|. Since |S|≥3, there
is an s  ∈ S with s   = s1,s 2. By Proposition 1,
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s
 ,s2
F |≥3. There is an edge (u,v) ∈ E
s
 ,s2
F such
that u ∈ V (SQs
 
n )a n dv  = y ∈ V (SQs2
n ). Then, by
induction hypothesis, there is a hamiltonian path
P1 of SQ
S−{s2}
n −F from x to u. And by assump-
tion there is a hamiltonian path P2 of SQs2
n − F
from v to y. Then  x,P1,u,v,P 2,y  forms a hamil-
tonian path of SQS
n − F between x and y. 
Note that in Lemma 2, the hamiltonian path of
SQS
n does not cross any edge in E
s1,s2
F if |S|≥
3. The following lemma can be obtained directly
from the deﬁnition.
Lemma 3 Let G be a hamiltonian graph and f be
a vertex or an edge in G. Then there is a hamil-
tonian path in G − f.
Consider the location of f.I f f is not on some
hamiltonian cycle of G, G contains a hamiltonian
cycle and obviously, contains a hamiltonian path.
If f is on all hamiltonian cycles of G, then re-
moving f from these cycles results in hamiltonian
paths of G. The lemma follows. By this lemma, if
G is k-hamiltonian, G−F contains a hamiltonian
path for F ⊆ V (G) ∪ E(G)a n d|F|≤k +1 .
The following lemma concerns the fault distri-
bution in the shuﬄe cube. It save us from dealing
with the most diﬃcult cases of the main result.
For ease of discussion, we ﬁrst deﬁne some terms
and notations here. Let n =4 k+2 for some k ≥ 1.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k and s ∈{ 0,1}4, we deﬁne the
(n−4)-dimensional subcube SQi:s
n as the induced
subgraph of V (SQi:s
n )={v ∈ V (SQn) | vi
4 = s}.
Obviously, SQk:s
n is SQs
n. Extending this notation,
we deﬁne SQi1,i2,···,il:s1,s2···,sl
n as the induced sub-
graph of V (SQi1,i2,···,il:s1,s2···,sl
n )={v ∈ V (SQn) |
v
i1
4 = s1,v
i2
4 = s2,···,v
il
4 = sl}.L e t F be any
faulty set of SQn.W eu s eF(SQi1,i2,···,il:s1,s2···,sl
n )
to denote the set of faults in SQi1,i2,···,il:s1,s2···,sl
n .
Lemma 4 (Fault distribution)
Given n =4 k +2for k ≥ 2.L e tF ⊆ V (SQn) ∪
E(SQn) with |F|≥n − 3. There is another
faulty set F  such that SQn − F ∼ = SQn − F  and
|F (SQs
n)|≤| F|−2 for all s ∈{ 0,1}4.
Proof. Let E  = {(u,v) ∈ F | u or v ∈ F} and
F0 = F − E . Obviously, SQn − F0 ∼ = SQn − F
since the induced subgraph of SQn −F0 results in
removing all edges in E  from SQn.
First, we show that there exists an index j with
1 ≤ j ≤ k such that |F0(SQj:s
n )|≤| F|−2f o r
all s ∈{ 0,1}4. Suppose on the contrary that for
each index 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exists si ∈{ 0,1}4
such that |F0(SQi:si
n )|≥| F|−1. We shall prove
that |F0(SQ1,2,···,t:s1,s2,···,st
n )|≥| F|−t for any t
with 1 ≤ t ≤ k by induction: Since |F0(SQ1:s1
n )|≥
|F|−1, the statement holds for t = 1. Assume that
the statement holds for any t  with 1 ≤ t  <t≤ k.
By inclusion-exclusion principle,
|F0(SQ1,2,···,t:s1,s2,···,st
n )|
= |F0(SQ1,2,···,t−1:s1,s2,···,st−1
n )| + |F0(SQt:st
n )|
−|F0(SQ1,2,···,t−1:s1,s2,···,st−1
n ) ∪ F0(SQt:st
n )|
≥| F|−(t − 1) + |F|−1 −| F|
= |F|−t
Thus, |F0(SQ1,2,···,k:s1,s2,···,sk
n )|≥| F|−k ≥ (4k +
2 − 3) − k =3 k − 1 ≥ 5f o rk ≥ 2. However,
SQ1,2,···,k:s1,s2,···,sk
n ∼ = Q2, so there are at most 4
faults in F0. We get a contradiction. Thus, there is
an index j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k such that |F0(SQj:s
n )|≤
|F|−2 for all s ∈{ 0,1}4.
Next, we construct F .F o r 1 ≤ i ≤
k,l e tπi be a mapping of V (SQn) into it-
self such that πi(u)=u4i+1u4iu4i−1u4i−2
un−5uu−6 ···u4i+2un−1un−2un−3un−4u4i−3 ···u1u0,
i.e., exchanging the positions of ui
4 and uk
4.
Clearly, πi is an automorphism of SQn.L e t
F  = V   ∪ E  be the subset of V ∪ E such that
V   = {πj(v) | v ∈ F0} and E  = {(πj(u),π j(v)) |
(u,v) ∈ F0}. Then F  is the faulty set satisfying
the given condition. 
By this lemma, we may consider those faulty sets
F satisfying that |F(SQs
n)|≤| F|−2 for all s ∈
{0,1}4 in our proof of main result.
3M a i n r e s u l t
In this section, we discuss the fault hamiltonic-
ity of the shuﬄe cubes which is the main result of
this paper. In the two lemmas, we shall discuss all
faulty set F ⊆ V (SQn)∪E(SQn) with |F|≤n−2
or n − 3, respectively. However, it is suﬃcient to
prove the two lemmas for the cases that |F| = n−2
or n − 3, respectively. For example, for the ﬁrst
lemma, if |F| <n− 2, we may arbitrarily choose
n − 2 −| F| edges as extra faulty edges to make
a faulty set F   satisfying |F | = n − 2. Then if
SQn − F  contains a hamiltonian cycle, SQn − F
certainly contains one, too.
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Lemma 5 Suppose that SQn−4 is (n − 6)-
hamiltonian and (n−7)-hamiltonian connected for
some n =4 k+2and k ≥ 2.T h e nSQn is (n−2)-
hamiltonian.
Proof. Let F ⊆ V (SQn) ∪ E(SQn)b ea n y
faulty set with |F| = n − 2. For s ∈{ 0,1}4,w e
use F(SQs
n) to denote the set of faults in SQs
n, i.e.,
F(SQs
n)=F ∩(V (SQs
n)∪E(SQs
n)). By Lemma 4,
we may assume that |F(SQs
n)|≤n − 4 for all
s ∈{ 0,1}. Consider the following cases:
Case 1. |F(SQs
n)|≤n − 7f o re a c hs ∈
{0,1}4. By induction hypothesis, each subcube
is still hamiltonian connected. By Proposition 1,
there is an edge (u,v) ∈ E
0000,0001
F such that
u ∈ V (SQ0000
n )a n dv ∈ V (SQ0001
n ). By Lemma 2,
there is a hamiltonian path P of SQn−F between
u and v.T h u s , u,P,v,u  is a hamiltonian cycle
of SQn −F.A n ds oSQn −F is still hamiltonian.
Case 2. |F(SQs
n)| = n − 6 for some s ∈
{0,1}4. Then there are 4 faults outside SQs
n.
Since each subcube is (n − 6)-hamiltonian and
(n − 7)-hamiltonian connected and n ≥ 10, there
is at most one subcube not being hamiltonian con-
nected in SQn−F when n = 10, and all subcubes
are hamiltonian connected when n>10.
Subcase 2.1. |F(SQt
n)|≤n − 7f o re a c ht  = s.
Thus, all the other subcubes are still hamilto-
nian connected. Let Cs be a hamiltonian cycle
of SQs
n − F. Since the number of vertices on Cs
is at least 2n−4 − n +6> 4, there exit two ver-
tices u and v adjacent on Cs such that u and v are
still connected to two diﬀerent outer neighbors in
SQn−F. Thus, there are two edges (u,u ) ∈ E
s,s1
F
and (v,v ) ∈ E
s,s2
F such that s1  = s2.L e t
S = {0,1}−{ s}. By Lemma 2, there is a hamil-
tonian path P of SQS
n −F between u  and v .L e t
Cs =  u,Ps,v,u . Then  u,Ps,v,v ,P,u  ,u  is a
hamiltonian cycle of SQn − F.
v'
u
P
Ps
v
SQ s
n
SQ s1
n SQ s2
n
u'
Figure 4: Lemma 5: Subcase 2.1.
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Figure 5: Lemma 5: Subcase 2.2.
Subcase 2.2. There exists a subcube
|F(SQt
n)| >n − 7f o rt  = s. Then n = 10,
|F(SQt
n)| = 4, and there is no fault outside
SQs
n and SQt
n. By Proposition 1, there is an
edge (u,v) ∈ E
s,t
F , where u ∈ V (SQs
n)a n dv ∈
V (SQt
n). Since SQs
n −F and SQt
n −F are hamil-
tonian, let Cs and Ct be two hamiltonian cycles
of SQs
n −F and SQt
n −F, respectively. Certainly,
u and v are on Cs and Ct, respectively, so we
may let Cs =  u,Ps,u  ,u  and Ct =  v,v ,P t,v .
Since there are four outer neighbors of each of u 
and v , there are two edges (u ,x) ∈ E
s,s
 
F and
(v ,y) ∈ E
t,t
 
F such that s,s ,t,t   are distinct. Let
S = {0,1}4−{s,t}. By Lemma 2, there is a hamil-
tonian path P of SQS
n −F between x and y. Then
 u,Ps,u  ,x,P,y,v ,P t,v,u  is a hamiltonian cycle
of SQn − F.
Case 3. |F(SQs
n)| = n−5 for some s ∈{ 0,1}4.
Then there are 3 faults outside SQs
n. So all the
other subcubes are hamiltonian and hamiltonian
connected. By Lemma 3, there is a hamiltonian
path of SQs
n − F.L e t u,Ps,v  be such the path.
Since there are 3 faults outside SQs
n and each of
u and v has four outer neighbors, there exit two
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edges (u,u ) ∈ E
s,s1
F and (v,v ) ∈ E
s,s2
F such that
s1  = s2. Then the consequent construction for the
hamiltonian cycle of SQn−F is similar to Subcase
2.1.
Case 4. |F(SQs
n)| = n−4 for some s ∈{ 0,1}4.
Then there are 2 faults outside SQs
n. So all
the other subcubes are hamiltonian and hamilto-
nian connected. Let f be a fault in F(SQs
n)a n d
F1 = F −{ f}. Then |F1(SQs
n)| = n − 5a n db y
Lemma 3, there is a hamiltonian path of SQs
n−F1.
Let  u,Ps,v  be the path. Now consider F1 ∪{f},
which is exactly F. If the path Ps is still a path
in SQn −F, i.e., f is u, v, or an edge which is not
on Ps, then the proof is similar to Case 3.
Otherwise, Ps is divided into two disjoint paths
in SQn − F. Suppose the two disjoint paths are
 u,P1,u    and  v ,P 2,v . Note that P1 or P2 may
be of length 0, i.e., containing only the vertex u
or the vertex v. Since each of u,u ,v, and v  has
four outer neighbors and there are 2 faults outside
SQs
n, by careful selection, we can ﬁnd four edges
(u,x) ∈ E
s,s1
F ,( u ,x  ) ∈ E
s,s2
F ,( v,y) ∈ E
s,s3
F ,
and (v ,y ) ∈ E
s,s4
F such that s1,s 2,s 3, and s4 are
distinct. Let S1 = {s1,s 3} and S2 = {0,1}4 −
{s,s1,s 3}. By Lemma 2, there are a hamilto-
nian path P3 of SQS1
n −F between x and y and a
hamiltonian path P4 of SQS2
n −F between x  and
y . Then  u,P1,u  ,x  ,P 4,y ,v ,P 2,v,y,P 3,x,u 
forms a hamiltonian cycle of SQn − F.
Hence, the lemma follows.

Lemma 6 Suppose that SQn−4 is (n − 6)-
hamiltonian and (n−7)-hamiltonian connected for
n =4 k +2and k ≥ 2.T h e n SQn is (n − 3)-
hamiltonian connected.
y
u
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v
SQ s
n
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n
SQ s3
n
x
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n
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n
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P4 P3
Figure 7: Lemma 5: Case 4.
Proof. Let F ⊆ V (SQn) ∪ E(SQn)b ea n y
faulty set with |F| = n − 3. And let x ∈ V (SQs
n)
and y ∈ V (SQt
n) be any two vertices in SQn − F
for s,t ∈{ 0,1}4. We shall prove that there is a
hamiltonian path of SQn − F between x and y.
For s ∈{ 0,1}4, we also use F(SQr
n) to denote the
set of faults in SQr
n. By Lemma 4, we may assume
that |F(SQr
n)|≤n−5 for all r ∈{ 0,1}4. Consider
the following cases:
Case 1. |F(SQr
n)|≤n−7f o re a c hr ∈{ 0,1}4.
By induction hypothesis, each subcube is still
hamiltonian connected. Consider two subcases:
Subcase 1.1. s = t, i.e, x and y are in the
same subcube. Since each subcube is hamilto-
nian connected, there is a hamiltonian path Ps
of SQs
n − F between x and y.L e t f = |F ∩
V (SQs
n)|. Then there are 2n−4 − f vertices on
Ps and at most n − 3 − f faults outside SQs
n.
Since 2n−4 − f>2(n − 3 − f), there are two
vertices u and v adjacent on Ps which connect
four outer neighbors in SQn − F. So there exit
two edges (u,u ) ∈ E
s,s1
F and (v,v ) ∈ E
s,s2
F such
that s1  = s2.L e t S = {0,1}4. By Lemma 2,
there is a hamiltonian path P of SQS
n−F between
u  and v . Suppose that Ps =  x,P1,u,v,P 2,y .
Note that x,u,v,y are not necessarily distinct.
Then  x,P1,u,u  ,P,v ,v,P 2,y  forms a hamilto-
nian path of SQn − F between x and y.
Subcase 1.2. s  = t, i.e, x and y are in diﬀerent
subcubes. By Lemma 2, there is a hamiltonian
path of SQn − F between x and y.
Case 2. |F(SQr
n)| = n−6 for some r ∈{ 0,1}4.
Then SQr
n−F is hamiltonian. Let Cr be a hamil-
tonian cycle of SQr
n−F. On the other hand, there
are 3 faults outside SQr
n. Thus, all the other sub-
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cubes are still hamiltonian and hamiltonian con-
nected in SQn − F. Consider the following four
cases:
Subcase 2.1. s = t = r. Suppose that x and
y are adjacent on Cr, i.e., Cs =  x,Ps,y,x  for
some path Pr in SQr
n − F. Then the proof is
similar to subcase 1.1. Suppose that x and y are
not adjacent on Cr, i.e., Cs =  x,P1,u,y,P 2,v,x ,
where x,u,y,v are distinct. Since each of u and
v has four outer neighbors and there are 3 faults
outside SQr
n, there exit two edges (u,u ) ∈ E
r,s1
F
and (v,v ) ∈ E
r,s2
F such that s1  = s2.L e t
S = {0,1}4 −{ r}. By Lemma 2, there is a hamil-
tonian path P of SQS
n − F between u  and v .
Then  x,P1,u,u  ,P,v ,v,P 2,y  forms a hamilto-
nian path of SQn − F between x and y.
y
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Figure 10: Lemma 6: Subcase 2.2.
Subcase 2.2. s = t  = r. Then SQs
n is hamil-
tonian connected and so there is a hamiltonian
path Ps of SQs
n between x and y.B y P r o p o s i -
tion 1, there is an edge (u,u ) ∈ E
s,r
F such that
u is on Ps, u  is on Cr,a n du  = x,y. Clearly,
there are two neighbors of u on Ps and two neigh-
bors of u  on Cr, and each of them has four neigh-
bors. Since there are 3 faults outside SQr
n, there
exit a neighbor v of u on Ps and a neighbor v 
of u  on Cr such that each of v and v  has three
outer neighbors in SQn − F. Thus, there are two
edges (v,w) ∈ E
s,s1
F and (v ,w ) ∈ E
r,s2
F such that
s,r,s1,s 2 are distinct. Let S = {0,1}−{ s,r}.
By Lemma 2, there is a hamiltonian path P of
SQS
n − F between w and w . Assume that Ps =
 x,P1,u,v,P 2,y  and Cr =  u ,P 3,v ,u   . Then
 x,P1,u,u  ,P 3,v ,w ,P,w,v,P 2,y  forms a hamil-
tonian path of SQn − F between x and y.
Subcase 2.3. s = r  = t. (The case that t =
r  = s is similar.) Since there are two neighbors
of x on Cr and there are 3 faults outside SQr
n,
there exits a neighbor u of x on Cr such that u
has two outer neighbors in SQn − F. Then there
is an edge (u,v) ∈ E
r,s1
F such that s1  = t.L e tS =
{0,1}−{ r}. By Lemma 2, there is a hamiltonian
path P of SQS
n between v and y. Assume that
Cr =  x,P1,u,x . Then  x,P1,u,v,P,y  forms a
hamiltonian path of SQn − F between x and y.
Subcase 2.4. r,s, and t are distinct. By Propo-
sition 1, there is en edge (u,u ) ∈ EF(s,r) such
that u  = x ∈ V (SQs
n)a n du  ∈ V (SQr
n). Since
SQs
n is hamiltonian connected, there is a hamil-
tonian path Ps of SQs
n − F between x and u.
On the other hand, there are two neighbors of u 
on Cr and there are 3 faults outside SQr
n.S o
there is a neighbor v  of u  on Cr such that v 
has three outer neighbors. Then there exits an
edge (v ,v) ∈ E
r,s
 
F such that s,r,t, and s  are dis-
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tinct. Let S = {0,1}4 −{ s,r}. By Lemma 2,
there is a hamiltonian path P of SQS
n − F be-
tween v and y. Assume that Cr =  u ,P r,v ,u   .
Then  x,Ps,u,u  ,P r,v ,v,P,y  forms a hamilto-
nian path of SQn − F between x and y.
Case 3. |F(SQr
n)| = n−5 for some r ∈{ 0,1}4.
By Lemma 3, there is a hamiltonian path Pr of
SQr
n −F between two vertices, say u and v. Note
that u and v are determined by the given faulty
set F. There are 2 faults outside SQr
n.T h u s ,t h e
other subcubes are still hamiltonian and hamilto-
nian connected in SQn−F. Consider the following
four cases:
Subcase 3.1. s = t = r. Suppose that
f1,f 2 ∈ F(SQr
n). Then by induction hypothesis,
in SQr
n − (F −{ f1,f 2}), there is a hamiltonian
path Pr between x and y. Clearly, f1 and f2 may
be on Pr or not. Here we only discuss the case that
f1 and f2 are both on Pr since the other cases can
be handled by the same method.
Suppose that f1 and f2 are on Pr. Then Pr
is divided into three parts:  x,P1,u ,  w,P2,z ,
and  v,P3,y . Now consider the order of N∗
F(u),
y
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Figure 13: Lemma 6: Subcase 3.1.
N∗
F(v), N∗
F(w), and N∗
F(z). Without loss of
generality, assume that N∗
F(u) ≤ N∗
F(v) ≤
N∗
F(w) ≤ N∗
F(z). Since there are only two
faults outside SQr
n, by the assumption, there
exit four edges (u,u ) ∈ E
r,s1
F ,( w,w ) ∈ E
r,s2
F ,
(z,z ) ∈ E
r,s3
F , and (v,v ) ∈ E
r,s4
F such that
s1,s 2,s 3, and s4 are distinct. Let S = {s1,s 2}
and S  = {0,1}4 −{ r,s1,s 2}. By Lemma 2,
there are a hamiltonian path P4 of SQS
n −
F between u  and w  and a hamiltonian path
P5 of SQS
 
n − F between z  and v . Then
 x,P1,u,u  ,P 4,w ,w,P 2,z,z ,P 5,v ,v,P 3,y 
forms a hamiltonian path of SQn − F.
Subcase 3.2. s = t  = r. Then SQs
n−F is hamil-
tonian connected and there is a hamiltonian path
Ps between x and y. Now consider the hamil-
tonian path Pr in SQr
n − F. Without loss of
generality, assume that 2 ≤| N∗
F(u)|≤| N∗
F(v)|.
Then there is an edge (u,u ) ∈ E
r,s1
F such that
s1  = s. Since |Es,s1|≥2n−4 ≥ 6f o rn ≥ 10
and there are 2 faults outside SQr
n, |E
s,s1
F |≥4
and there is an edge (w,w ) ∈ E
s,s1
F such that
w ∈ V (SQs
n − F) −{ x,y} and w  ∈ V (SQs1
n −
F) −{ u }. Then there is a hamiltonian path
Ps1 of SQs1
n − F between u  and w .L e t Ps =
 x,P1,a,w,z,P 2,y , where a may be x or z may
be y. Suppose that N∗
F(v) = 3. Then N∗
F(u)=3 ,
so N∗
F(z) = 4. There are two edges (v,v ) ∈ E
r,s2
F
and (z,z ) ∈ E
r,s3
F such that s,s1,s 2, and s3 are
distinct. Otherwise, N∗
F(v) = 4. Assume that
|N∗
F(z)|≥| N∗
F(a)|. Since there are only 2 faults
outside SQr
n, N∗
F(z) ≥ 3. Then there still exit two
edges (z,z ) ∈ E
r,x3
F and (v,v ) ∈ E
r,s2
F such that
s,s1,s 2, and s3 are distinct. Let S = {0,1}4 −
{r,s,s1}. By Lemma 2, there is a hamiltonian
path P3 of SQS
n − F between v  and z .T h u s ,
 x,P1,a,w,w  ,P s1,u  ,u,P r,v,v ,P 3,z ,z,P 2,y 
forms a hamiltonian path of SQn − F between x
and y.
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Subcase 3.3. s = r  = t. (The case that t = r  =
s is similar.) Suppose that x is u (or v). Since
there are only 2 faults outside SQr
n, there is an
edge (v,v ) (or (u,v )) ∈ E
r,s
 
F such that s   = t.
Then it is similar to Subcase 2.3 to construct a
hamiltonian path of SQn − F between x and y.
Suppose that x is neither u nor v. Assume
Pr =  u,P1,w,x,P 2,v , where w may be u. With-
out loss of generality, assume that 2 ≤| N∗
F(u)|≤
|N∗
F(v)|≤| N∗
F(w)|. Then |N∗
F(v)|≥3a n d
|N∗
F(w)|≥4. Thus, there are three edges (u,u ) ∈
E
r,s1
F ,( v,v ) ∈ E
r,s2
F , and (w,w ) ∈ E
r,s3
F such
that s1,s 2,s 3, and t are distinct. Note that we se-
lect these edges according to the order of |N∗
F(u)|,
|N∗
F(v)|,a n d|N∗
F(w)|.L e t S = {s1,s 2} and
S  = {0,1}4−{r,s1,s 2}. By Lemma 2, there are a
hamiltonian path P3 of SQS
n−F between u  and v 
and a hamiltonian path P4 of SQS
 
n −F between w 
and y. Then  x,P2,v,v ,P 3,u  ,u,P 1,w,w ,P 4,y 
forms a hamiltonian path of SQn − F between x
and y.
Subcase 3.4. r,s, and t are distinct. Without
loss of generality, assume that 2 ≤| N∗
F(u)|≤
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Figure 16: Lemma 6: Subcase 3.4.
|N∗
F(v)|. Suppose that x (or y) ∈ N∗
F(u). (We
concentrate on the case x ∈ N∗
F(u).) Let F1 =
(F −F(SQr
n))∪{x}. Then |F1| =3≤ n−2. Since
|N∗
F(v)|≥3, there is an edge (v,v ) ∈ E
r,s1
F such
that s1  = s,t.L e tS = {0,1}4−{r}. By Lemma 2,
there is a hamiltonian path P of SQS
n−F1 between
v  and y. Then  x,u,Pr,v,v ,P,y  forms a hamil-
tonian path of SQn − F between x and y.
Suppose that x,y / ∈ N∗
F(u)a n du is adjacent to
SQs
n or SQt
n. Assume that u is still adjacent to
SQs
n in SQn − F. Then there is an edge (u,u ) ∈
E
r,s
F such that u   = x. And the consequent proof
is similar to Subcase 2.4.
Suppose that u is neither adjacent to SQs
n
nor adjacent to SQt
n. Since |N∗
F(v)|≥3, there
is an edge (v,v ) ∈ E
r,s1
F such that s1  = s,t.
And then there is an edge (u,u ) ∈ E
r,s2
F such
that s2  = s,t,s1.L e t S = {s,s2} and S  =
{0,1}4−{r,s,s2}. By Lemma 2, there are a hamil-
tonian path P1 of SQS
n −F between u  and x and
a hamiltonian path P2 of SQS
 
n − F between v 
and y. Then  x,P1,u  ,u,P r,v,v ,P 2,y  forms a
hamiltonian path of SQn −F between x and y. 
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as the induction step, we have the following theo-
rem.
Theorem 1 The n-dimensional shuﬄe cubes
SQn is (n − 2)-hamiltonian and (n − 3)-
hamiltonian connected for n ≥ 6.
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